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The priority for a brand lies in achieving authenticity, consistency, and being meaningfully different to fuel brand growth. We explore why meaningfully different brands have a head start with AI.                            
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Qualitative insights from Kantar
It’s easy to overlook that the heart of your brand is the humans who buy, sell, consume, and talk about it. Kantar’s Qualitative solution helps brands by uncovering the dynamic nuances of people as individuals and what drives them.
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Connected Innovation
A guide to innovating differently. We've combined the latest thinking from Kantar's innovation experts with data-driven insights and case studies from successful brands to answer your innovation challenges. 
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Sustainable Tech
To help tech brands identify consumer opportunities in the era of purpose, Kantar has launched a special report focusing on how sustainability and tech intersect in 2024 and beyond.
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Retail Media B2B Benchmarking Study
Kantar's inaugural study of best practices, frameworks, and proprietary B2B insights for the retail media industry.
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Shape your brand future
Introducing Kantar’s new brand positioning, and our promise to clients.

    



            

            

            
                
                    
                        
                            
                        
                    
                
            

            
                
                    
                        
                            
                        
                    
                
            

        

    







    
            
                
                    
                    
                        
                        
                            
                        
                        
                    
                    

                

            

            	
Expertise 
Explore the many areas where Kantar will help your organization to succeed, through a deeper understanding of people.
How we help you
                    
	
Industries
Receive dedicated solutions based on our deep industry knowledge.
See what we do in your industry
                    
	
Inspiration
Read our latest articles and reports, with expert perspectives, proprietary data, and thought-provoking insights.
See more Inspiration
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Global scale, local relevance

Our strength lies in the unrivalled diversity of our people, methodologies, specialisms and points of view that seamlessly fuse to give us a unique and complete understanding of people, across the world.
See office locations
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Meaningfully different brands have a head start with AI
The priority for a brand lies in achieving authenticity, consistency, and being meaningfully different to fuel brand growth. We explore why meaningfully different brands have a head start with AI.
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3 ways to win with todayâ€™s omnichannel shopper
How to build shopper-centric retail strategies that drive impact.
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Are your brand's sustainability efforts falling short with consumers?
Half of the top 100 brands in the world are seen as â€œlackingâ€� in sustainability credentials by consumers.
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From a tortoise to a cheetah: How to elevate your marketing ROI to deliver growth
Sustainable growth requires a balanced mix of brand building and performance marketing efforts.
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Careers at Kantar
Would you like to uncover fascinating insights, within a global company that leads the way in human understanding? At Kantar you can join 28,000 colleagues who help do that, every day.
Join us
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